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A ItJldy oj the 1.tlter,elaJiotlJ between -rcielJCe, techtlOlogy,
and 111dtlstr;al activity in the R01nmJ Empire

by K. D. White (Natal University, Pietermaritzburg)

Tbe question has often been asked, why the Romans, at the height of their empire
in the second century of our ern, failed to apply scientific ingenuity and technical
skill in order to overcome some of the major problems in their economy, and
by raising the standard of living of the masses, arrest economic decline. Many
differenc answers have been given to this question: the common explanation
makes slavery the most important single faaor in the ptoblem. The following
passage, which is caken from a widely read general survey of the process of
decline in the western half of the Empire, may be selected as typical of the line
of argument which has found general acceptance in recent years:

"Economically, this division of society" (i.e. into slaves and free) "ensured
that the vast masses of the empire never tasted the fruits of their labour: and
this meant a permanemly restricted imernal market. Because wealth was con
centrated at the [Op, the body of society suffered from chronic under-consump
tion. Accordingly industry had to seek its market either in the limited circle
of the middle and upper dasses, together with the army (which therefore had
considerable economic significance), or else outside the empire, where of
course there were even fewer marketS for mass-produced goods. Consequently
the economic basis for industralisation was not to hand. The expansion of the
empire brought new markets, which staved off the problem for a time; but ...
the effects of the expansion were soon cancelled out by the decentralisation of
production and were never radical enough to carry a large-scale industry, using
all the resources of advanced technique and advanced forms of power".

In this passage ProfessorrWaibank1 presents a clear Statement of the position
from the poine of view of this school of thought. Yet there are serious objec
tions to this vjew. In the first place, if slavery was the faeror which prevented
the invention of labour-saving machinery, and therefore hampered the develop
ment of a true faerory system, producing articles for mass consumption, why did
this factor noc operate during the Hellenistic period, when, as is generally
believed, ancient industry reached its highest level of technique?2

In the second place, Can we regard slavery as a constant factor in tbe
economy? Recent research3 shows that a serious man-power shortage had al
ready begun to make itself felt during the second century of our era. In the
light of these findings can we continue to assume that slavery was the dominant
facror? The whole problem is a complex one, and requires more detailed srody

1 The Decline of Ihe Roman Empire in Ibe 117eJI, London 1946, 27.
2 M. I. Rostovtzeff. Social and Eronomi, Hislory of Ihe Roman Empire, 2nd edition,

Oxfo<d 1957, vol. I, 350. (SERE).
3 A. E. R. Boak, Mallpower Shorlage and Ihe Fn// 0/ Ihe ROma11 Empire in Ihe IJVeJ/,

Ann Arbor/Oxford 1955. passim.
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of its constiruenc elemencs than has been made hitherto. This srudy has been
undertaken in the hope that some light may be thrown on the problem by a
dual line of approach: first by a careful examination of the technical resources
available for industrial production in the Empire; secondly by a review of the
limiting facrors, account being taken in this phase of the enquiry of conditions
affecting the rate of expansion of industry under modern conditions.

1. Techllical Resot/rces: the relationship berween technical inventions and
improvements aod the growth of population. The earliest civilizations of
antiquity in tbe great river-valleys were based on a series of important
technical inventions:
(a) The domestication, possibly in North Syria or Palestine, of primitive

wheat and barley,4 and the transfer of this new agriculture to Meso
potamia and Egypt, where alluvial deposits and annual flooding made
large-scale production possible under irrigation; the substitution of
the plough for hoe cultivation, making possible a considerable surplus
of food beyond day-tn-day requirements, and bringing about diversi
fication of employment and subdivision of labour.5

(b) Improvements in communications brought about by the invention of
the wheeled cart and the sailing boaco

(c) Improvements in tool-making brought about by the invention of
bronze by smelting, followed later by the discovery of a cheap method
of producing wrought iron; this latter invention democratized agri
culture and industry as well as warfare,S making the common crafts
man independent of the households of kings, priests or nobles who
had hitherro controlled his labour within a rigid caste structure.

2. The Hellel1istic Age: its achievements in science and technology.

The opening up of the East to Greek enterprise after the conquests of
Alexander the Great l.ed to important advances in many scientific fields. A
fruitful interchange of ideas led to spectacular improvements in agriculture and
stock-breeding, in certain branches of industry, notably flour-milling, and to
improved communications which helped greatly to stimulate trade. Scientific
research was further stimulated by political changes; the powerful Hellenistic
princes were anxious to develop the resources of their territories, and provided
encouragement, both personal and financial, for scientific research; mathematics,
mechanics, and astronomy benefited both from the interplay of ideas between
east and west, and from the stimulus of royal patronage.

Mose of these advances were the result of widespread co-operation by
scientists of many different nationalities. In astronomy the advances tbat were
made in this period illustrate very clearly the importance of scientific co
operation in solving problems of great practical value: "(hey were not inspired
by mere curiosity, however divine, nor only by the vain hope of foretelling the
destinies of mortals, but by the urgent need of finding one's way about an

4 H. Frankfort, The BirJh 0/ Civi/izaJioll in Jhe Near Eml, 35 fE.
r. V. G. Childe, W'baJ Happened in HisJary, London, 69 ff.
o Chi Ide, op. cit., 81 ff.
i Childe, op. cit., 183.
S Chi Ide, op. cit., 248 f.
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expanding world. Their results were nor only to liberate humanity from the
bonds of space and the terrors of solar myths, but also to define the form of the
inhabited globe, and to guide armies, merchant ships and caravans on un
precedented journeys."D

There is no indication that science in the Hellenistic period was cut off from
its praCtical application in the invention of mechanical devices for ordinary life.
Agriculture, which throughout antiquity absorbed the greatest proportion of
available labour, was considerably improved by the application of numerous
scientific techniques;D while in mechanics the principle of the screw was
applied to the purpose of raising water for irrigation, and that of rotary motion
revolutionized the milling industry.

Archimedes, who is one of the greatest men in the history of science, is also
typical of his own age; not only did he lay the mathematical foundations of
pure mechanics, bue he applied his discoveries to the solution of practical
problems. The Story of how the principles of torsion and leverage were
harnessed for the defence of Syracuse against the Romans is coo well known ro
be repeated here;IU yet this "geometrical Briareus", as his Roman opponent
admiriogly described him, "possessed such a lofty spirit, ... [hat although his
inventions had won for him a name and fame for superhuman sagacity, he
would nor consent to leave behind him any treatise 00 this subjeCt, but regard
ing the work of an engineer and every art thar ministers to the needs of life as
ignoble and vulgar, he devoted his effons only to those srudies the subtlety and
charm of which are nor affected by the claims of necessiry".u

This well known passage provides a starting point for several enquiries which
are relevant to the problem of industrial organization and development; it has
been frequently cired, together with a number of passages in Aristocle's POlitiCI1~

to suppon the argument that ancient industry was carried on on a primitive
basis, and that its failure to develop mass production for a wider marker was
the main reason for the economic stagnation of the Roman empire.

Unfortunately the available evidence concerning industry in the Hellenistic
period is roo scanty to enable us ro reach firm conclusions. The notable advances
in agricu.lrural technique are well dOGunented in the ancient authorities, chiefly
Roman, which record the improvemems introduced earlier by Greek and
Carthaginian agronomists; but for industry the problem' is much more com
plicated."

As Rosrovtzeff has pointed Outl ir is impossible to discriminate between
Hellenistic and Roman improvements in the pages of Pliny, and the archaeo
logical material has never been properly srudied.14

There was certainly no lack of inventive capacity in the Hellenistic age.
Apart from the notable contributions of Archimedes, numerous technological
devices are recorded, such as the accurate water-clock, the water-organ, and the

u M. 1. Rostovtzcff. Sodal alld Ecol1omic History of tbe Hel/eniItic If7orld, Oxford
1941, vol. I, 544 (SEHW).

10 Plutarch, Life of Marcel/l1s, 14 ff.
11 Plutarch, lac. cit.
1~ e.g. Pol. iii.4.5.1277b-1278a; viA.1319a, etc.
13 Rostovtzeff, SEH1P", vol. II, 1200 H; vol. JII, n. 152, p. 1620.
14 Rostovtzeff, SEHIF/, vol. II, 1201.
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compressed air gun associated with the name of Ktesibios, the two last-named
inventions representing the technical application of the experimental work on
air pressure carried out systematically by scientists of the school of Strata of
lampsacus.

At this stage of OUI enquiry we can discern twO important limiting faoors
to the advancement of science: the first paine to be emphasised is that the
greatest achievements of Hellenistic science lay in the field of measurement of
space and time: rapid advances were made in this period in geometry and
astronomy. Yet the progress recorded in the natural sciences, notably in physics
and chemistry, was by comparison disappointing; Farrington15 remarks that
"the statics and hydrostatics of Archimedes are set forth in a series of beauti
fully connected propositions whose logical coherence excites the admiration of
the reader. But the spirit is very different from that of a modern laboratory
where one is taught the technique of experiment, weighs, measures, tabulates
results, and strikes an average... The Greeks... never made a systematic
practice of measuring physical events. In general the connection between the
mathematical and the physical eludes them".

In the second place there is the question with which we· are more specifically
concerned: why the scientific knowledge that was obtained was not directed to

the invention of machines for industrial ptoduction. If we examine the machines
that were developed we notice that they fall into two main categories: those
designed for military purposes; and those designed for purposes of public and
private amusement. It is indeed possible that the prevalence of slavery and the
apparent cheapness of slave labour were mainly responsible for the failure of
the Greeks of this period to direct their inventive capacity tOwards labour
saving devices in industry. Other factors however cannot be ruled out; it is well
known that throughout antiquity land transport was severely hampered by the
primitive methods employed in the harnessing of draught animals;l11 here as in
numerous other cases, the ultimate solution appears to be so simple that it
seems incredible that it remained undiscovered for so long. We should do well
to remind ourselves that in the contemporary world modernisation and effi
ciency have been brought about chiefly through the forces of competition:
of one business with another, of one form of transport with another; in this type
of enquiry the net should be cast wide: psychological motivation, and even
sheer stupidiry may have played a part.

3. Science fl11der the Roman Empire.

The first thing to be noted is the almost total incapacity of the Romans to
assimilate the fundamentals of Greek scientific achievement, and their complete
failure to understand what science is about. The bias of a system of higher
education almost completely dominated by the intricate inanities of advanced
rhetoric was partly, though not wholly, responsible for this state of affairs
(the schools of seventeenth century Europe were biassed in the same direction).
The results are obvious enough in the record; the Romans could produce vast
ill-assorted compendia of information like the Natttralis Historia of Pliny; they

15 B. Farrington, Sciel1ce ill AIJJiquiJy, London 1936, 225 f.
Hi See Lefebure des Noettes, L'ane/age eJ /e chez'al a selle aJrarlers /es ages, Paris 1931.
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could rom out useful pracrical manuals embodying rhe resulrs of Greek
scientific discoveries, like those of Yarra and Columella on agricu1tuIe; but
they were unable or unwilling to undergo the painful process of acquiring the
method of scientific enquiry, as when they rook over the enunciations of
Euclid's propositions without bothering about the proofs. They were thus
entirely dependent upon Greek specialists, in astronomy no less than in
medicine: "and when rhe knowledge of Greek declined in rhe western half of
the empire and latin remained as the one medium of education, its scanty
coorene of positive knowledge, irs insecure grip on the meaning and method of
science, and its failure ever to have esmblished a tradition of researchJ eliminated
the possibility of 3n education based on a knowledge of nature or even
adequately salred with ir.'·11

Having reviewed the main aspeas of the problem in outline, we now proceed
to examine the technical resources available for industrial development, and the
limiting fanars of which account must be raken. In order to get the problem
into perspective we now enumerate the most impon:lot faaors which are
known to operate in a modern industrial society in which mechanisation takes
place. They are at least five in number:

(i) An expanding market for the prod"cts of indttStry, served by a good
system of land and sea communications.

(ii) Close co-operation- betweeu pitre science and techl1,ology, resulting in the
production of new devices and improvemems on the old.

(iii) Plemy of capital and easy 1uays of raising it.
(iv) New a1Jd impro'lIed sottrces of power.
(v) Social self-comciotfwess: the term being employed to cover the habit of

studying the historical development of processes in science and technology,
and collecting statistics, in order to stimuJate scientific advance in the
furure.

We must now ask ourselves to what extent, if at all, these conditions existed in
the Roman empire.

(i) Expanding market for hulltstrial prod"cts.
The tendency of industry to exPOrt itself, rather than its products, from
older to newer centres of production is a well known fearnre of industrial
development during the empire. This tendency, which is bound up with a
number of other problems, including d1at of communications, dearly acted
as a brake upon the building up of larger and more e£fidem planrs,
producing in quantity for more dismnt markets in newly opened·up areas.

The porcery industry, whose producrs, rhough hreakable, are forronately
indestructible, furnishes us with an abundance of evidence from finds in
m:lny parts of the empire as well as beyond the imperial frontiers, from
which the more important limiting factors can be readily isolated. The
greatest demand on the industry was for low-priced articles for ordinary
everyday use. The esrablishmem during rhe firsr cenrury A.D. of the
permanent legionary garrisons along [he Rhine, and [he subsequent growth

17 F:ltrington, op. cit., 220.
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of centres of population in the neighbourhood of the camps, created a
focus of rising demand for the products of the industry.

The remarkable river-communications of France, the availability of
labour, and [he age-long trading connecdon becween Gaul and [he
neighbouring territories of Britain and Germany made possible a rapid
developmenc of che poctery induscry in Souchern Gaul. As the demand to
the north-east increased, the centres of production moved northwards and
eascwards: before the end of the firsc cenrury A.D., [he most imporran[
facodes were already to be found in Alsace.18

The expanding market was a realiry; trade beyond [he imperial fronder
in Free Germany became imponant.1 9 But the despatch of goods to distant
markets was hampered by numerous defects in the transportation syste.m.20

Hence the tendency for inland cities to become centres of production for
the vicinity, producing imitations of superior ware manufactured in older
centres. The early decline of the Italian poctery indus[ry illustrates only
tOO clearly what happens under condi[ions of absolu[e1y unregulated com
petition, with no protection by way of patent laws or government legis
Jation. It is instructive to compare the reverse stOry of industrial develop
mem in the British Commonwealth; here it was the nascen~ industries of
the Commonwealth that required protection in the early years against
produces from [he United Kingdnm, which possessed [he advantages of a
long [radition of crafesmanship, and a vast trading fleer capable of
transpo[dng faccory produces cheaply to any part of the globe, and was
able to, keep costs down by securing reeurn cargoes of raw materials for
processing.

Next in importance to the problem of communications is that of the
growth and decline of population, and the discribution of wealch among
the consumers of the products of industry.

In considering these problems and [heir bearing upon the problem of
mechanization the investigator is handicapped at the outset by the absence
of statistical information concerning population trends and population
density. Until very recently, historians have tended to overlook tbe impor
tance of the work of writers on demography. In the absence of statistical
information, the widely varying estimates of the population of the Empire
at different periods merely emphasise the need to search for some more or
less reliable basis of computation.21

There has long been general agreemeD[ chat [he populadon of the
Empire increased during the first twO cemuries of our era; and that during
the third century a decline set in. In a recent discussion of the question,
in which [he resules of certain valuable demographic srudies are applied
with success, A. E. R. Beak supports the view of those scholars who place
the beginning of the decline as early as che reign of M. Aurelius (161-80).
Closely rela[ed co [he decline in populadon was [he shortage nf man-power

18 see Rostovtzeff, SERE, 2'nd edition, 617, n. 39.
19 see O. Brogan, 'Trade between the Roman Empire and the Free Germans', Journal

of Roman SJudies 26 (1936), 195-222.
20 above, p. 81. n. 16.
21 The most recent study is that of A. E. R. Boak (above n. 3).
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£0 which frequent reference is made in the sources. It has been pcoved:!2
that urbanised populations tend to show a steady decline in their binhrate;
and there is no reason to doubc thac chis holds good for rhe urban popu
lation of the Roman Empire. as it does for modern urban communities.
In modern seaces rhe shortfall is made up by rhe drift of che rural popu
lation to the tOwns. Bur in second century Rome there are already un
mistakable signs of a decline in the rural population, so that the urban
decrease could noc be made good by influxes from che rural areas.

In the modern world this transfer of population from rural £0 urban
areas has had the effect of accelerating, often in a spectacular manner, the
development of mechanization in agriculture. The use of mechanical aids
to production in industry was, as we have seen, hindered by the tendency
of industries to export themselves rather than their products, and by the
limitations of the market for industrial products.

In agriculture the fact that slave labour was available "hindered the
developmenr of an urban induscrial class and also helped che decline of che
rural peasantry".:!:! Under such conditions it might be supposed that there
would be a definite stimulus £Owards the ineroduaion of labour-saving
mechods in agriculrure. All rhtough the chird cenrury the government
made repeated efforts to arrest the dangerous decline in agricultural
production by all means in its power except one; barbarian labour was
drafted in across the frontiers to cultivate abandoned lands;23 large
numbers of barbarians were settled by Probus in Britain, Gaul, Italy,
Moesia and Thence. Emphyteutic leases became common, whereby existing
tenanes were encouraged to reclaim waste lands by remission of taxes over
a period of years. But there is no evidence in our sources of any technical
improvements in agricultural method.

IndUstry, however, has a different story to tell; in the later Empire the
increasing man~power shortage was met by the introduction of a true
factory system of production in certain industries, the mOst important of
which is chac of flour-milling.

The vertical mill was introduced into the processing of corn into flour
by a Roman engineer in the firs< cencury B.C. A gear wheel and pinion
provided the necessary change from horizontal to vertical motion, nnd also
served as a reduction gear, the millstones making five revolutions to one
of the water-wheeJ.2.J The energy outpUt of this device was so much higher
than any other form of power known to antiquity that it not only
revolutionized the tedious process of corn-grinding, but revealed possibi
lities of power application in many other directions. The main limiting
factor was that of water-supply. The water-wheel as a source of power
required a constant and plentiful supply of water; the Mediterranean
region is nOtoriously deficient in rivers which provide a steady flow
throughout the year; in addition, uneil the third century A.D. there was no
real shortage of labour to make the provision of such milling factories a

:!:! see A. E. R. Boak, op. cit., 13 f.
:!3 Boak, op. eit., 17.
:!4 see R. ]. Forbes, art. 'Power' in Oxford His/ory of Technology, vol. ii, 595 ff.

(OHT).
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practical proposition. In the late Empire, however, flour·milling factories
make their appearance in large centres of population: the heavy capital
investment required could now be provided as a result of the economic
revolution which was ushered in by the sweeping reforms of Diocletian
(284-305); "state control of both distribution and induStrial production
was now taking the place of the domestic economy and free labour system
which had served the earlier Empire".25 Thus at ArIes sixteen mills operat·
ing in series on eight terraced floor levels have been excavated.20

(ii) Close co-operation betweell pure sciellce ami technology.
The invention of new manufacmring processes, and the introduction of
innumerable gadgets and devices designed to cheapen the unit COSt of
arrides designed for mass consumption, has been due in large measure to
the close association of the technologist and the technician with the
scientist in the laboratory. In many industrial processes there has been
fruitful interchange of ideas between the bench and the laboratory, and in
both directions. In the ancient world, however, there was a gulf between
scientist and craftsman that tended to become deeper as time went on. The
effect of the well known attitude of contempt towards 'banausic' occupations
was extremely restrictive: "the fertile interplay between science and
technology was almost totally absenr".27

The Greeks had no word to describe the scientist: their philnsophers
attached no importance to manual labour, or to advanced technology; even
doctors, whose manual skill cnuld reach very high levels, are described as
'technitai'. It is true to say of the Greek scientist that his basic aim was
the intellectual satisfaction arising from the habit of speculation about
.man and nature. We have already drawn attention to the fact tbat in the
Hellenistic Age chemistry and physics, which thrive on tedious and time
consuming experimentation, lagged far behind astronomy and geography.
The Romans were notoriously suspicious of the value of science; "their
conviction, fostered by the determinism of Stoicism, of the worthlessness
of research, and the basic economic parasitism of the Roman landed ruling
class brought scientific advance to a standstill by the end of the century".::!8
Pliny (Nat"ral History ii.x1v. 117-8) points out rhat in spite of generous
official patronage of scientific and lirerary research. "no addition whatever
is being made to knowledge by means of original research, and in fact even
the discoveries of our predecessors are not being thoroughly studied", and
adds the significant comment that those concerned with commerce are so
blinded by avarice that they dn not realise that "knowledge is a more
reliable means even of making profit".

(iii) Availability of capital for i"d"strial investmellt.
It has already been pointed out (supra p. 84) thar the application of the
principle of the water·wheel to corn·milling on a large scale was delayed

25 B. Gille, art. 'Machines', OHT, vol. ii, 639.
20 see R. J. Forbes in OHT, vol. ii, 598. For similar large units pressing olive oil in

bulk in Tunisia and Algeria see B. Gille, loc. cit.
~7 R. J. Forbes in OHT, vol. ii, 603.
!!8 Lewis and Reinhold, Ronum Cit1ilizalion, ii, 298.
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for more than two centuries, and did not make its appearance until the
reforms of Diodetian had brought about an economic revolution. Even
then mechanical production 00 a large scale was confined to the pro
duction of such basic necessities as flour and oil. Throughout the history of
the Empire industrial development was held back both by decentralization
and by the ptimitive organization of banking and finance. The chief
obstacle to the raising of the capital necessary for industrial undertakings
on any large scale was the parmership system, which made the business
partners jointly and severally liable. It is important to realise that the
great developments of modem mass-production in industry were only
made possible when the system of joint stock companies with limited
liability released investment capital from the age·old shackles of partner
ship laws, and enabled tbe risks to be spread over a great number of
investors.~D

(iv) New and abtmda1Zt sottrces 0/ power for industrial pttrposes.
Historians of technology recognise five stages of development, each of
them based upon a fresh source of power. The first srage is limited to
human muscle-power; the domestication of animals and their use for
draught purposes brought about a significant increase in the tOtal amount
of power available. The third stage is inaugurated by the introduction of
the water-mill during the later Roman empire. The limitations to the full
exploitations of this new source of power arising from geographical
factors have already been pointed OUt (supra p. 84). It should also be
emphasised that the mechanization of an industrial process is nOt solely
dependent upon the discovery of a new source of mechanical power; in
order to make it worth while to mechanize the process of manufaaure,
the advantage of the power in unit cost must be sufficient to offset the
cost of transporring the raw materials and distributing the manufactured
products, and. still leave an adequate margin of profit. Thus many areas of
Europe, for example Greece, Southern Italy, and Spain, have remained
unaffected by the growth of mechanization, whilst in Notthern Italy and
Scandinavia the conversion of waterpower into electrical power has given
a powerful impetus to industrial development. Thus the water-mill and the
windmill (introduced in the Middle Ages) "dominated technology until
the end of the eighteenth century, and their capacity determined the range
of the machinery, processes, and products used during that period".:lO

Steam power and now atomic power mark the fourth and fifth srages
in the story.

Up to a late petiod in the history of the Empire the power resources
of the ancient world remained as they had been since the first great
civilizations of antiquity. Jt is surely one of (he ironies of history that by
the time that the water-wheel opened up new opportunities for the
provision of cheap power, the fabric of the Empire, which possessed the
organising capacity to support a new advance in technology, was already
undermined. Some of the other obstacles to advance, including the old

:!9 see W. Ashworth, A Shorl Hisl-ory of Ihe IllterJIdtiol1dl ,E''Ofl011l1, 88 ft.
3D Forbes, in OHY, vol. ii, 590.
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caste sttucmre of society, were swept away by the triumph of Christianity;
but it was too late; the Middle Ages had the right ideas about humanity,
but the economic framework had been eaten away.

(v) Social Jelf-collJciot~mess.

It has already been pointed out (SUpt. p. 81) that psychological factors
cannor be eliminated from consideration. lowe this fifth category to my
colleague, Professor B. Abrahamson, of the Department of Mathematics of
Rhodes University, who has made numerous helpful suggestions during
the preparation of this paper.

Much weight should also be attached to what he describes as "a sease of
process, dating from the wOtk of Galileo' on falling bodies, given mathe
matical expression by the calculus, and finding application in physics,
chemistry, and economics". This modern sense of process stands out in
sharp contrast to the classically static view of the sciences. In addition to
these factors, the prevalent view that scientific knowledge should be
harnessed to the benefit of humanity scarcely finds expression in ancient!
times, save in the field of medicine. When Pliny91 complains that, in spite
of the benefits of peace, material progtess and vastly improved communi·
cations, the spirit of research has been weakened almost to extinctioo. he
cao point only to avarice and profit-seeking as the causes of decline. The
modern investigator can now see more deeply into the problem; we know
that within twO centuries of Pliny's death scientific research had come to

a standstill. "The Jast great scientific minds of antiquity were the mathe·
mariaao, asuonomer, and geographer PtoJemy and the physician and
medical writer Galen, both Greeks"."

Summary and ConcltlJio1u.

In the course of the discussion it has been shown that a number of propositions
which have commonly been taken for granted are either unprovable in the light
of tbe available evidence, or are wholly or partially false; they include the
following:

(i) The assumption that plentiful supplies of slave labour prevented the
improvement of madunes for mass production cannot be proved. Aristotle
states (PolilicI, 1,4, 1253 b) that if shuttles and plectra could move autO
matically masters would Dot require slaves; he does not however go on to
complete the argument by saying that slavery effectively prevented these
tools from being improved by mechanization. In fact, as we have seen,
there is clear evidence in late imperial times. of partial mechanization in
a department of industry where we should naturally expect to find it,
namely in the tedious and time-consuming process of converting wheat
inro flour. It thus appears that where the incentive was stroog enough,
not even the existence of slaves could prevent the development of a
mechanical labour-saving device. The supply of slaves was nor constant:
and the rapid increase in the use of the water·milJ from the fourth century

31 HiJJor;a NatllraJi!, ii.xlv. 111-118.
3~ Lewis and Reinhold, op. cit., vol. ii, 298.
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onwards was a naroral consequence of the acute labour shortage which
existed in this period. By concrast, during the economic depression in Italy
in the first century A.D., Vespasian is reported to have vetoed the con
srruccion of a hydraulic hoise "lest the poor be deprived of empluyment".

(ii) The well known attitude of disapproval directed againsr the 'base
mechanic ans' and those who practised them is clearly an important factor;
irs stultifying effect upon mechanical inventiveness is well attested (supra
p. 81). Yet its importance can easily be overstressed: the observations of
Pliny concerning the falling-off in scientific research show that attention
must be given to other faCtors.

(iii) It is not true co say of scientists in the Greek or Roman period that they
did nOt concem themselves with the praaical application of scientific
discoveries. In engineering, for example, the Roman practitioners were
familiar with all the elementary principles, at least on the mechanical side.
But they had been compelled to arrive at them by trial and error. The
extent of their practical knowledge was great; and the fact thar their
ingenuity was nor directed towards the provision of cheap sources of
power for the production of articles of common use muSt have resulted
from ocher limiting factors, operating either singly or in combination.
Several of these have already been separately discussed; it now remains to
review them as a whole.

The factors so far dlscussed include poor communications, expensive transport,
slavery, lack of co-operation between pure and applied science, inadequate
means of raising capital; and on the psychological side, lack of social self
consciousness, inability to analyse past experience. and contempt for those
engaged in 'banausic' occupations. Can we assign any priority to these various
elements in the total siruation?

There is no doubt that power-driven machines would have given a great
stimulus ro the stagnating economy of the Empire. Any conclusions that are
drawn from the foregoing discussion must be regarded as extremely tentative:
not only is the problem an exceedingly complex one;. we have also ro reckon
with a record thar is generally inadequate, and frequently baffling to the
enquirer. The history of inventions for example, seems likely to remain un
writen: there are roo many vital gaps in the StOry. Most of our information
about machines comes from Hero of Alexandria; now recognised as a pioneer
in the use of compressed air and compressed steam as agents of propulsion.
Yet his dates are far from cerrain: it is possible that he lived not earlier than
the second century of our era.

In spite of these serious gaps in the evidence it is possible, on a tentative
assessment, ro give differential weighting to the main elements of the problem.
First, so far as inventive capacity is concerned; whilst there were several limiting
faaors, there was no fundamental lack of the inventive capacity; where the
incentive of labour shortage was present, we find that some degree of mechani
zation was achieved in certain defined fields of industrial activity. Professor
E. A. Thompson33 has rfcendy given prominence to the ideas of an anonymous

33 A RomalJ Reformer and 1I,VeuI0l"; being a nEW text of the treatise De rebus bel/ids;
cd. and trans. by E. A. Thompson, Oxford 1952.
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writer on military science of the late fourth century A.D. whose mechanical
inventions were clearly intended to overcome the problem of man-power
shortage in the army. Here the vital needs of the State provided the incentive,
and cost of production was not a prime consideration. The same is true of the
range of ingenious mechanical devices designed for public amusement in the
arena or the theatre.

In industry, however, the incentives that would have led to mechanization
and standardization were, on the whole, lacking. Where the needs of the State
were not involved private industry was hampered by numerous difficulties; we
have already discussed the limitations on the raising of capital; in addition it
appears that the profits made in industrial workshops were not ploughed back
into development, bur partly consumed by the workmen themselves, partly
invested in land, which throughout antiquity remained the leading field for
investment. Added to these were poor communications, and high transport
costs, especially in relation to distant markets. Similar reasons have prevented
industrialization in many European areas to.day, notwithstanding the invention
of fresh sources of power.

Nevertheless, one is left with the impression that economic obstacles, power
ful as they were, are not sufficient by themselves to account for the failure to
apply scientific knowledge in order co injecr new life inco rhe decayiog body of
rhe larer Empire.

Ir may rherefore be appropriare co conclude rhis srudy of an elusive problem
by referring co an approach from an entirely differenr angle. A disringuisbed
authority on the history of science has recently suggested3-l that "in order to

understand the attirude of the ancients cowards technology, the basic values
underlying ancient life must be considered, the fundamental aims and deep·
rooted convictions of those who concerned themselves with inventions".
Classical scholarship has already derived much benefic froro the applicarion of
psychology and sociology to many diffirulr problems connected with ancient
society; the line of approa.ch indicated here ma.y perhaps throw light on this
problem. Furrher analysis may well lead away from economics and demography:
"in reality the ancients always based science on animism ... The ancient world
did not dream of man's harnessing these supernatural powers until Christianity,
by its opposition to animism, opened the door to a rational use of the forces of
nature. The last obstacles to the introduction of prime-movers had fallen, when
by rhe foorrh cenrury A.D. the Roman Empire became officially Chrisrian".35

34 M. Edelstein, 'Recent Interpretations of Ancient Science', !OJJr1Ift/ of Ibe HiJlory
of Idea!, vol. 13 (1952), 583.

:15 R. J. Forbes, in OHTj vol. ii, G06.
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